How WAHVE Works
Finding the right talent couldn’t be easier.
WAHVE removes geographic barriers. We match you with skilled insurance, accounting, and human
resource professionals from all over the country and provide a dependable, effective solution that delivers
bottom‐line results.

What is WAHVE?
•

WAHVE – Work At Home Vintage Experts – is not a temp agency, nor are we a recruiting or headhunting
firm. We provide skilled contract staffing to fill your talent needs. We solve the problem of finding
experienced talent by matching your staffing needs with retiring professionals whose knowledge and
skills are made affordable through WAHVE.

•

Wahves are retiring professionals – pretirees – who are eager to continue contributing to the workforce.
WAHVE gives them the opportunity to supplement their income while working from home.

•

Wahves provide staffing to fill a position when you can’t find the experienced talent you need. Your
wahve is contracted to you to work either on a full or part‐time basis.

•

Regardless of the level of work you require, your wahve fits comfortably within your budget. What’s
more, you pay no employee benefits or office overhead.

•

Wahves work just as they would in your office and in the same way as when you or your staff work
remotely. Using a high‐speed internet connection, they connect securely to your system and perform
their duties seamlessly.

How do We Qualify Wahves?
•

All wahve candidates go through our extensive qualification process, which includes timed online
computer (Internet, Word, Excel) and basic skills assessments, thorough screening and reference checks.

•

To be a wahve, a candidate must have at least 25 years of total work experience with the last 15 years
of specific expertise.
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What Is the Process for Hiring a Wahve?
•

Hiring a wahve is easy. Simply fill out an on‐line Job Request outlining the job details and
requirements.

•

Based on your Job Request, we conduct a thorough search of our database and gather the best
matches for your position.

•

We send you the resumes of the most qualified wahves and then you decide whom you’d like to
interview.

•

After the interviews, you choose the wahve you’d like to fill your position.

•

From there, we contract the wahve to you on a dedicated basis. We also set up the remote, secure
connection between your office systems and your wahve.

•

Your wahve is then trained on your workflow – a process that takes, on average, just a few days.

•

That’s it! We bill you on an hourly basis for your wahve’s hours worked.

Why is WAHVE a Better Choice?
Wahves are proven professionals; they understand the job, require minimal supervision, and can deliver a
higher level of work quality. Plus, wahves have been thoroughly qualified.

•

Wahves require little training before they are ready to support your office and become part of your
team. Most wahves are up and running within days of being contracted.

•

Wahves are accountable – they work directly with you in real time and perform at an unmatched
level.

WAHVE gives you access to some of the strongest talent for your company. With WAHVE, you get the
knowledge of a veteran professional and save on time and overhead costs while increasing profitability and
productivity.
WAHVE has helped hundreds of employers find exceptional, affordable talent while helping retiring
professionals extend their careers as they phase into retirement.
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